This online US law library will prove invaluable to you as a complete and reliable source of information on everything you need to know about US patent law.

It brings you all the key cases, decisions, federal statutes and regulations concerning patents, copyrights, trademarks and intellectual property.


It also includes Primary Law Library, Trademark Analytical Library, Trademark Manual of Examining Procedure and much more.

**Furthermore, you have access to the complete US patent library, including full text patent images**

The Patents Plus library also gives you authoritative intellectual property treatise, journals, and articles. This, together with the analytical library, includes McCarthy on Trademarks and Unfair Competition and Patents Law Fundamentals, law reviews, journals and newsletter articles. This library also contains the complete US patent library, together with patent images.

See reverse for content highlights. Your account manager can supply you with the complete, current list.

**Contact us for more information:**

CALL 0800 028 2200 (UK) or +44 207 449 1110 (International)

EMAIL customer.service@westlaw.co.uk OR VISIT westlawinternational.com